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editorial notes
Foreward to WICKERPEDIA by Nick Morrissey
When the first of The Wicker Man films was released in 1973, it was with minimal support
from the studio. As an article in The Independent by Ed Power reports, Christopher Lee once
revealed that there was “no publicity” for the film, no concerted effort to entice an audience
to fill theaters, only Lee calling film critics individually to garner reviews. While this film
went on to be lavished with praise for decades and achieved cult status, regularly appearing
on annual lists of the best horror movies of all time, I can’t resist the impulse to view this
anecdote as perfectly complementary to the work’s plot—a man begging to acknowledge a
problem, to direct attention toward a monumental event. The difference, of course, is that
Christopher Lee received flowers, and Sergeant Neil Howie was burned alive.
The universe of The Wicker Man, both the 1973 original and its reimagining in 2006, is one
directly adjacent to, but not overlapping with, our own. The Uncanny Valley of agroeconomic anxiety. A doppelganger for Christian panic. A light-handed revenge fantasy
against colonial intrusion. As a rich text lending itself to a wealth of interpretations, the 1973
film specifically succeeds as a folk horror giant specifically because it forces the viewer to
ask, “What is this about?” The answer, I posit, is less important than the question. And while
its later incarnation is culturally panned as inferior, I would argue that the disdain is less
about its failures as a film (although they abound) and more about the simple fact that it
came second. It stands in an inescapable shadow. Lightning never strikes twice and all that.
As a former literature major, I devoured The Wicker Man for its analytical potential.
Anthropologically, the residents of Summerisle worship sex and the metaphor of creation.
While I assert that, for instance, the May Day celebration in 1973 inherently enforces shades
of a patriarchal worldview (and, indeed, Lord Summerisle is very much a patriarch), it’s
worth noting that the film doesn’t outright demonize female sexuality, although it’s certainly
weaponized against Sergeant Howie. Similarly, Edward Malus’s descent into despair on
matriarchal Summer’s Isle does seem to be colored by paternalism, both literally and in terms
of his status as a figurehead of the legal apparatus, although I allow that this film is far less
kind to women overall. Consider this—in both versions, the sacrifices are upstanding men
who are fed to god in an act of societal piety. It’s worth noting that the two major deaths we
see on screen in this canon are male. Cruel? Certainly, but subversively. I don’t argue that
either of these films are egalitarian towards women, and far from it. However, I do wonder
what the culture of the islands looks like outside of the scope of the films. Perhaps I fail to
appropriately orient my sympathies where the directors want them.
As a mystic, I bring tarot to The Wicker Man. Establish The World, then invert it. Place the
Wheel of Fortune at dead center. Whether it’s Sergeant Neil Howie or Edward Malus, we
watch, over the course of ninety-odd minutes, Justice become The Fool, The Fool become
The Hanged Man. We see Lord Summerisle and Sister Summerisle as The Heirophant or,
perhaps more aptly, The Magician. At the grand reveal, we watch The Tower crumble as the
illusions slip away and our protagonists discover the mechanics by which they have fallen

victim to a plot tailor-made to kill them. The Moon shifts to The Sun. In a Celtic Cross
spread, the tenth card is the querent’s final outcome. Death, while often figurative in tarot,
becomes quite literal in this position. Cry out for your gods, cry out for yourselves. This plot
was the shuffle. The cards have spoken. Reassemble the deck. In 2006, draw again. Take The
Lovers, then slowly turn them upside down. There’s The Moon again.
What I find at the heart of The Wicker Man in either version is the chief quality which I
believe maintains its status as the pinnacle of folk horror: I don’t want the protagonists to
win. I want to live on this island. I see myself, for better or worse, in these people who
worship ancient gods, who shirk conventional religion, who worship the earth and its
bacchanalia. When Neil Howie asks, “Have these children never heard of Jesus?”, I laugh.
Because up until the conclusion, up until the moral question of sacrifice, I’m spellbound by
the possibility of a more beautiful world. The magic and community so central to the island
look quite a lot like a landscape I’ve chased in dreams and fantasies across nearly thirty years
of my life. Imperfections aside, I wrestle with the question of whether the price of the climax
is worth its intended payoff. But here I am, trying to solve the trolley problem; no one wants
that responsibility. The trolley problem reveals your shortcomings, shows your hand. Still, if
I were asked. If I were to be threatened with a colony of bees. If I were strung up in the
Wicker Man, would I say the price of the sacrifice was worth the reward? There are times I
think I would sing it like a hymn.

How We Build A Wicker Man
Kristin Garth
Some swing the axe toward a lofty tree
then hew the logs for framing a spine.
Some collect the branches, sticks that will be
a hollow woven ribcage entwined with vines.
In wicker baskets, some bring speckled eggs
while others carry hens in crooks of arms.
In a glass jar, one proffers a long legged
frog; another, last lamb from mother’s farm.
You wear a new dress, a crown in your hair
of ranunculus and baby’s breath.
For the first time in father’s eyes you’ll stare
before you lead him towards his death.
Though young when it happens, you understand
we all sacrifice love to the wicker man.

poetry

Oh Come Ye To The Fair
(But Not You, Stranger)
by Magda Knight
Oh, who will come to the summer fair?
EVERYONE! YES, EVERYONE!
Let us strew paths of joy between each home with daisies and clover.
A scented spider’s web to bind, our summer’s fair at its centre.
A rousing hullabaloo, a hub of hubbub,
This sun-clad fair is our many-eyed queen…
Hungry for errant flies and laughter and mead poured down the well
and love, love, love.
Who will be there, at the fair?
EVERYONE! YES, EVERYONE!
The triplets will be there, arms linked ring-a-roses.
An unstoppable tank with satin treads,
One smile on three faces.
Mrs Patel will govern her popular stall.
Shafts of summer in each honey pot, each jar of blackberry cordial.
Handing out sun doilies to the kids, dry straw for sweet dreams…
Mrs Patel’s good people, see? Keeps secrets and bees.
The right sort. Not like you, Stranger. All puffed up with notebook and pen.
Ears and eyes and mouth demanding more, always.
Making plans to gush and tell the world, always.
Can a mayfly like you ever know what always means?
The dance of it? The small and big and died and born of it?
This isle has no time or place for you.
So,then…
Who will come to the fair?
EVERYONE! YES, EVERYONE!
Pick posies and sing the ditties sung by them before!
Smear petals on your sticky fat cheeks with dripping honey!
Libate the land’s bones with cider from the orchard’s sacred bounties!
But not you, Stranger.
The fair’s gates are closed to the likes of you.
You stink of city, see?
That mobile phone looks to be sewn to your hand. And maybe it should be.
Why don’t you ask the bees, if you must know all, or mind your own damned business?

Wifi? Sounds sour. We have our own networks, right and proper.
The looped handwriting of wheeling birds.
Salt-spray omens and dark soil portents.
If the bees won’t tell you, ask the worms and beetles,
Or Mr. Markham down at the post office. He knows all of it.
Fixing his leaking barn might buy you connection, but money won’t.
Look at you, Stranger. Bound hollow, held together with plastic and metals you can’t name.
Leather satchel, from a pig you failed to kiss three times goodbye on taking a knife to it.
You’ve neither kissed nor killed? You don’t know the lips or hands that did, either?
You churl. You capering Fool. You know-it-all know-nothing boor.
The sun would blind its eye instead of looking on your face a moment more.
In fact, now you’ve gone and done it. Clouds on the horizon.
Your doing. There’ll be a reckoning.
Honestly – just look at you. The state of it.
No knife in your boot? No willow flower in your hair, no apple in your pocket?
Your mother would be ashamed.
We’ll do her a favour and make things right…
Come then. Let us head for the fair, Stranger.
No, not the main gate. The Summerking and Queen haven’t passed through yet.
What are you, ignorant?
Here, round the back.
Through the beaded curtain.
Here, where it’s nice and dark.
Want something to write about?
Press this wreath of gullwing down upon your busy, empty head.
Birds from afar, like you.
Tried to oust the puffins on the northern cliffs.
Met their match, them gulls did, when they landed on our shores.
Now sit here in this chair and wait.

Ritualistic Sacrifices Aside I Could Have Used
Summerisle’s Sex Education In High School
by Sean D. Zucker
Teenage years are awkward
by design
Maturation of brain cells breed
rising hostility
Hyperactive sweat glands breed
rank hygiene
Developing hormones breed
raging titillation
A cocktail of sexual inquisition
the New York public school system
did not groom me to handle
No
we took a more
shame based approach to
venereal awakening
Human bodies were to be feared
sheltered
disguised
But
even indecency in private places
can corrupt the young
No
there were certainly no
phallic symbols present
Nothing representing
generative forces of nature
beyond
assholes in snapbacks
I was not trained
to properly respond
to erotic scenarios
Wherein

Summerisle youth education
focused on little else
The filth taught in that
very school room
would have been quite useful.

I Saw a Hare
by Juliegh Howard-Hobson
I saw a hare inside a grave. I saw
a beetle tied to a nail. Rowan’s more
than just a tree. A tree is more than just
a plant. It can turn into a pole. Lust
and fire and cherry groves play tug of war
with a man who doesn’t know what they’re for.
There was a fox, a stag, a naval cord,
beating drums, a fool’s parade. I trust
I saw a hare
that kept its head. I saw a cupboard door
hide a child. A chocolate hare in a store.
A hobby horse. Flower crowns. A man thrust
in a wickerman. I saw what he must
become. I saw some ash along the shore.
I saw a hare.

<hobby horse>
by Sara Matson
old gods never die they just
stop listening
massive godly ears
tumbling into quarries causing landslides
volcanoes at once springing to life + dying
the boring orgasm of the natural world
book versus barren isle
true love versus family
violent wetmap of tweed suit sensibilities split
at turtled neck mouthful of ale
i would learn to love u as
evil grandfather archetype
transfixed w/ur long fingers
pressing strange voiceboxes thru
silk nightgowns like cheesecloth
lace collar tucked into singular rib
i remain an esoteric 20th century phenom
crow tightly clinging to my cheek
i press my breasts to hotelroom drywall
unceremoniously casually
curiosity worn as gentle shag draped over
tight shoulders
oldworld threats + modern tits out (art // theater // intrigue)
deer masks assembled in the sharp of day
children wearing the faces of other children
melodic original psychedelic interlude
wreath of soft clever accents
rub my hair on ur naked face
anoint my body w/
strangely familiar scents or
oils of loved ones
my voice as smoke
in the highest key

Festival Song
by Madison McSweeney
Sometimes people need a show
(round and round the maypole they go)
It’s about more than the harvest:
The people need to know
that the ancients keep their promises.
One told my father, years ago
that if he stripped and revelled
if women whirled around the maypole
if servant was made master; king, fool
an unnatural bounty, he’d bestow.
But sometimes Dionysus needs a show.
house-to-house, the policeman goes
into Mr. Punch, he’s sewn
To the stones, along the beach we walk
an old Lord in my Lady’s frock
calling for Punch to accost me.
Along with us, the policeman goes
To see the man beyond the stones.
We thrust him on the pyre as he calls me a madman
The chickens and sheep bleat as he tries to talk sense
My secret fears, his words echo
But my people need a show.
I do not know if the crops will grow
But sometimes people need a show.
His sin was arrogance
This detective thought us barbarians
Nonsense - I’m an educated man.
My grandfathers were no farmers,
and I converse with emperors long-dead.
Their leather-bound wisdoms line my shelves
“Bread and circuses,” they said.

Ace of Wands (Ode to God)
by Evan J. Peterson
first published in Wonder And Risk
Roast me,
O God,
like a duck
sucked tight
in my own
hot fat.
Make me
deeper than wine,
make me
mead, ambrosia,
transsubstance,
my honey
in Your mouth.
Sun drip,
thousand drops
of gold,
place each letter
of your Solar
name
onto this tongue.
Master Lightning,
brighten this body,
blast it,
blow it,
pluck my limbs
quick with
silver.
Make me a Grail,
cupful of God,
catching You,
feeding You back
to Your Self.

Peel me
like a cypress
switch & rub
me down
with oil,
rose, rosemary,
cold-pressed olive.
Thy rod, thy branch,
thy slithering staff,
thy spray
of glittering
mercury–
I, Ganymede,
I, Hyacinth:
have me,
God,
to slip down
and down
and down upon
your golden
winged wand.

An Islander Reflects
by Russell Bowley
Not me, this time, caught, caged in wood and flame.
Blue-clothed, to show us fear and power, he came.
Here, fear and power flame on wicker frame.
He didn't know, he never understood.
He didn't change his course when still he could.
He never doubted that his deeds were 'good'.
Foolish people think in terms of right and wrong.
It only matters that you just belong:
The one is weak, the many always strong.
If dreams of leaving ever haunt my mind,
I'll remember him, praying and smoke-blind.
Everywhere, power is the same in kind:
The stench of roast; and ashes in the wind.

Apples from the Gulf Stream
by Rick Hollon
We sing the warmth it brings our island green
It bathes our shores and stocks our stores with fruit
The stream gives apples sweet red sheen
We carry death from village square and green
Our blood and toil invest in orchard’s root
We sing the warmth it brings our island green
Our lord does lead our dance from village green
Should he a sacrifice of blood now moot
The stream gives apples sweet red sheen
Outside our shores’ idyll and air serene
A man does come in buttons shined to suit
We sing the warmth it brings our island green
His death will feed our crops, our hands will clean
And should it fail, our lord his blood transmutes
We sing the warmth it brings our island green
The stream gives apples sweet red sheen

Inverted Prayer by Rose Knapp
If some version of you or many deities exist,
Why did you create us? Were you bored,
Are you testing us and yourself?
Or maybe the Gnostics were right,
We are the true creators,
And you are the fallen ones

King Becomes Pawn
by Lawrence Moore
Strike up the fiddle and bring good voice.
With strong spirits, let lips be moist.
Loosen the dancers, cruel and bare,
bring out the masks of deer and hare.
Recent offerings judged as stale.
This year's harvest, the crops won't fail.
Over the water, he comes to steal,
devoid of spirit replaced with zeal.
Emboldened by new, old-fashioned creed,
delicate ego seeks child in need.
Over the hillocks, arrives new dawn.
Girl traps fool, king becomes pawn.

Wickerman Psalm
by Ankur Jyoti Saikia
1. Lord Summerisle is a decoy
none should fall his prey!
2. Yea, I flew to the islands
of disappearance, I will
fear no pagan: for the
LORD art with me.
3. He trapped the next sacrifice:
leadeth me in the paths of
duty for poor Rowan's sake.
4. He maketh me a 'willing,
King-like, virgin fool': he
leadeth me unto the Wickerman.
5. Surely good and merciful fools
shall follow me to this isle: and
they will be set ablaze, a
harvest fails whenever.

Psalm 23
by Tom Snarsky
When enough people agree to lie, something happens.
No, let me try that again.
When enough people lie together, something is born.
Burns.
When enough people lie in the same way at the same time there can be a king.
A blessing, a notched arrow——
The king has the power of a mirror; they can reflect, deflect, take the strictly-greater-thantheir-own-alone force of a mob and direct it at something, something outside.
——a bullet in the chamber, ready to fire.
The king cannot look inward.
Beside the still waters.

Has any mirror ever shown you what the inside of a mirror looks like?
The valley of, the shadow of, the presence of my enemies——
Instead, for as long as there is something outside, the king can maintain their castle of
mirrors facing the beyond, the mob calm, focused & pointed like house pets watching the
birds through a window, and so long as the angles don’t swing too wide of what the
carefully-positioned mirrors intercept the king can rest, can grow even to love their role as
mirror-repositioner, the work is not that hard, after all, and as long as they continue to do it
they control the direction, they have dominion over the Green Man’s green pastures, they
can draw blood without a needle or even a pencil, and most importantly they retain their
title, in the end they can still be king, they can still
——dwell in the house of the Lord for ever.

This is a low-flying panic attack
by Kendall A. Bell
a broken legged overpowering,
there is no escape in isolation,
when you are the subject of ritual.
This burning is inevitable—
the cage is set, a funneling,
and wings buzz over eyes and ears,
numb the flesh for a controlled
fire. You are part of the yearly
round up, the drone that feeds
infertile land, that will spark
a blood harvest in the wake of
celebration, your screams, a
hallelujah in the sky, a song of
sixpence sung in masks.

Hecatomb
by Marisa Silva-Dunbar
I have picked the sacrifice. Be thankful you will return
to the Earth, and feed the crops. Crows and Ravens will feast
on your eyes. Your ribcage will be a new hive for the honeybees.
The Queen will colonize your body with larvae and honeycomb.
We will harvest your bones in the apple orchard. Your flesh
will be the sweet taste in a fresh peach. Your entrails
will make fertile soil—look at the buds of the crocus and snowdrops
as they break through the frozen ground before the great thaw.
You have fed them all winter. Rowan and Willow trees root deep
where you once stood providing—shade in the scorching midday heat.
You did not discover utopia by accident; you were chosen for the inferno.
Welcome blessèd death; kiss her like the lover you wanted to stay.

Solace in the sight of lavender on the chain of
abandoned wagon wheels out by the communal tents
by Clem Flowers
& I'm left to worry that I've made some rash decision, up here among the poppies and
prayers,
asking the Lord to
protect
those ragged sinners beneath
that brought me up and into this world
and then it hits
like Alexander's army
adding another hub
to MacedoniaI was
ravenous
to leave the sodden hold
because of them
because of all
the sludge and bile and licks of poison

dropped along my thatched roof
by them
hate hate hate
avalanches onto my soul
every morninga loathsome worm
daring to be true to my sin and love who I want
and dance and sing and l live and live and live and live and now the only good I am
in their death dagger stare is to
climb
the mossy stairs and make myself whole & pure & wash my filth away with holy water so I
can be a Sacrifice & I know
existence is suffering
and Lord knows
I've proven Siddhartha true
in these past few years
but as I smell the kerosene
and begin to sweat
all over the sweet sugarcane lights
a weight is pulled from my back
& I ascend
before their eyes
No death
No pain
No salvationexcept for me

Eidolon
by Jack B. Bedell
The old gods like to dance in the space
between notes we sing for them.
They float above us as breeze passing
through our orchards, and roll
onto our coast as waves all day.
Each marsh hare we bleed and every
beetle we pin to our desk keeps us
in their grace for a time. Only a fool
would refuse to give these gods
their due, or would swallow the song
rising in his throat. They live
not through our desires, but through
the things we do, the love we make,
the ale we cast into the sea in their stead.
And when the time comes that they need
blood to turn our apple blossoms
into fruit, we will happily find
the perfect fool to send their way
on the wings of a blaze so tall
it warms the face of the sun.

Fool’s Errand
by Michael Bettendorf
For god’s sake, Sgt. Howie—
for a man of the cloth you
don’t really catch onto metaphors,
do you? I suppose that’s why Jesus was
always so goddamn frustrated.
His followers—like you—never got the message,
couldn’t figure it out. He had to repeat himself
over and over and over,
and people still didn’t fucking get it—
boxes of rocks. They always blame the woman
for giving in, eating the fruit.
But the apples are gone on Summerisle,
so what’s your excuse? The sun
still set for the virgin fool who only had to
listen, and commune with those who showed him
love and grace, but instead ran his fool’s errand,
judging those who he did not understand.

Maypole '94
by Claire HM
On that bed there was a girl
and on that girl there was a man
and from that man
there came the seed
and all that seed
was caught and bagged.
And so the grave, the tree, the limb
and so the branch, the nest, the egg
and so the bird, the feather, the bed
could only ever
end with them.

Conflagration As A State of Being
by Peach Delphine
Men are that way, the wantonness
of bonfires, the easy piety thrown around,
coin of the realm, stamped white metal,
there were dreams of a headland,
wind sheared, where sea had stepped
onto smouldering turf and eaten souls
by sun setting, a place where prayer
and catechism are ash and ash again.
The inevitability of burning was always
in the eye peripheral, smouldering banked
up for a day by the sea, always the taste
of wind, salt, smoke, what was woven
just for you, a terrible thirst to be chosen,
to burn, relentless clicking steel on flint,
the inhalation as kindling breathes flame.
There is no word for what we have become
that we did not create, carved from our own flesh,
we escape all the names given to us
by those not of us, you can feel it pressing
into your face, burning along eye socket,
cheek bone, relentless word, light soon sweltering,
we kneel in shade praying for darkness.
Weight of water from wings, some birds swim
beneath the surface, some of us are only half
a bite of what was left on the table, blue of sky
reflected into a deeper shade by mirroring sea,
the weight of the image in the eye, thick
woven, striding from beneath oak,
the second breath worse than the first.
The third breath is where time expands
to include this moment woven from cuttings,
torches lit, the fourth breath a shiver
as dream focuses, clarifies the nature
of the basketry, incandescent, beyond,
the sea stepping ever higher onto shore,
the sound you make lifting clear
into the night, into the mouth of the sea,
an offering awaiting its moment, column
of smoke, dancing flame, ash and ash again.

art

“I’ll Not Want”
by Rasiqra Revulva

flash fiction

crow fashion

by Monique Quintana
The problem with being a crow seamer is that you have to make all your couture from
wicker. Non-bird creatures say that bird art is cliché, so birds have to work harder to prove
they're true artists. The other birds will hate on you. No one will let you live down when
your kid sister had a panic attack when she was wearing one of your corset designs. You
took care to smooth out the twigs since she's particular, but she laced the thing too tight to
impress her friends at supper.
To make up for this unfortunate episode, you made your cousin a goat blue pantsuit that
complimented her talons, and you made all the city folk festival masks to match the grassy
rain tethers of impending summertime. The clouds cool your feathers, and the taste of salt
and worm makes you seam faster than other birds could ever do in the sun.
The problem with being a crow seamer is that other birds are at war with you because you all
worship the same ancestors, and you want to prove you know ritual better than they do. The
problem with being a crow seamer is that the other birds will hate on you and set your dress
shop on fire, your beak pecking to save your designs, your best harsh caw, pecking at the hot
clouds like it's the last good meal you'll ever eat.

We Are, However, Burning Pandas
by Mike Hickman
“No, they didn’t burn me,” he said, tapping his pipe and reaching for the tobacco. “You do
realise they had a stunt Wicker Man at the end, don’t you? A small-scale one, for the closeups?”
I did. I’d done my research. But I decided to humour my interviewee, given the difficulty in
tracking him down to the wilds of Burrowhead, not all that far from the holiday camp that
had been the setting for the movie’s climactic moments.
“It was still an arduous shoot, though, wasn’t it?” I asked, as the pipe was filled with what
might have been black shag. There was a certain amount of casting around for a light.
Somewhat ironically, given our topic of conversation, I didn’t have one.
“Arduous?” The pipe glowed. “Three days in October, matey. Three days in October
pretending to be high summer. We froze the knackers off our knackers, let me tell you. And
in forty mile an hour winds. How the whole lot didn’t blow over as soon as they built it, I
don’t know.”
“How was it up there? I’ve heard tell that it felt…”
“Real? Like they were really going to go ahead and sacrifice us? Is that what you mean?”
“Well, yes.”
The peppery smoke was not altogether unpleasant. Which was fortunate, as there was such a
lot of it. Already narrow eyes narrowed further and I could see thoughts turning back fifty
years to that moment in front of the setting sun as the flames licked higher. Or, as I was to
be corrected more than once, those three days waiting for that eventual, almost miraculous
sunset that they had somehow captured as the wicker head finally collapsed. Like every story
connected with the movie, there really was something magical, Wiccan-even, about it.
But, then, you only had to look at who I was interviewing. And how.
“You know what Shaffer said, don’t you? When the locals got wind of what we were doing
and complained?”
Yes, I knew. There was no truth, he’d said, that the crew were burning sheep and goats, as
alleged. They were, however, burning pandas. I’d read that.
“So, you weren’t…afraid? Penned all the way up there?”
Narrowed eyes became slits. The pipe was carefully put back down on the grass and I was
not so subtly regarded with something close to haughty amusement, if not derision. But,

then, my interviewee could hardly be blamed for his habitual expression. Being a goat and
all.
“You’ve heard what happened to Teddy Woodward, I presume? Stood there underneath me,
pleading for his life? You’ve heard how convincing he was? ‘course you have, you’ve seen
the film. He was no idiot in a bear suit, now, was he?” As if disgusted at the spectre of the
remake he himself had summoned, the yellow eyes regarded the stumps that were all that
remained of the stunt effigy’s legs. “So, yeah, I was afraid. And, yeah, that story about Teddy
getting…wet…that’s true. Not the claim to fame I wanted out of life, wetting myself in fear
on Teddy Woodward, but true. But, hey, if they’d wanted to keep their star dry, perhaps they
should have tried burning pandas, after all.”

Harvest Time at the Third Street Strip Mall
by John Weagly
“Without further ado,” Francis Austin said, “let’s welcome our special celebrity guest!”
I stepped in front of the store to a smattering of applause. There were about twenty
onlookers scattered around the strip mall parking lot. Thanks to my years as a professional
wrestler, I was the only resident of our small river town that had been on national
TV. Whenever anybody needed a “special celebrity guest,” I was usually the
attraction. Restaurant opening? There I was. Blood drive? Me again. Parade grand
marshal? Yep. It was getting so people were less than impressed with my notoriety.
“When I was on the road,” I said into the microphone, “I once saw Spider McMillan reading
The Communist Manifesto before our match. I asked him how he liked it. He said, ‘Have you
read Marx?’ I said, ‘Yes. I got them from sitting in a wicker chair.’”
I paused for laughter that never came. The early-May sun felt warm on my face. Someone
honked their horn as they drove past.
“Let’s cut this ribbon!” I said, faking as much enthusiasm as I could.
Francis handed me a pair of giant scissors and I cut the big, red ribbon in front of the doors
as cameras clicked. “Welcome to The Wicker Man!” I said as I snipped.
Another couple of claps here and there and then Francis started welcoming people into his
store. I wasn’t sure if Currie Valley needed a place that sold primarily wicker products - stuff
like chairs, tables, laundry hampers and trunks, all sizes of baskets, knick-knacks and
curios. Personally, none of it held any interest for me. At seven feet, three hundred pounds
I couldn’t fit comfortably into a lot of the furniture he was selling.
A couple people wandered up to me and said hello. I chit-chatted and caught up with what
was going on in their lives. When it appeared nobody else wanted to talk to the “special
celebrity guest,” I went into the store. I meandered up and down the aisles picking up
wicker placemats and wicker candle holders and putting them back. Everything smelled
slightly like musty hay.
After a few minutes, Francis rushed up to me vibrating with excitement.
“Thank you so much for doing this, Buster,” he said. “You’ve made a special day even more
special.”
I wasn’t sure I did. “No problem,” I said. “I hope you do well.”
We talked for a couple more minutes. He had big dreams. Currie Valley had never had a
Pier One Imports or a Cost Plus World Market and he felt The Wicker Man could fill that
void. As we spoke, I noticed over Francis’ shoulder a young man wearing a black t-shirt
with Christopher Lee on the front of it. He was holding a wicker picture frame in one hand

and a lighter in the other. The kid had a huge smile on his face and just as he flicked the
lighter into flame he shouted, “Welcome to Summerisle!”
Then he set the frame on fire.
I shoved Francis out of the way and leapt at the arsonist. He dropped the burning frame on
the ground and I stamped it out, the glass clinking as it broke under my foot. The kid ran
toward the front of the store, but I’m pretty agile for my size. In the wicker floor mat
section, I caught him from behind and wrapped my arms around him in a waist lock,
maneuvering him to the ground.
We put the firebug on a wicker ottoman to wait for the police to arrive, taking away his
cigarette lighter. Shoppers had been escorted out, several of them thanking me as they left.
“What were you thinking, kid,” I asked him, catching my breath. The whole store smelled of
acrid smoke from the small fire. “You could have hurt someone.”
“It’ll help the harvest. It’ll help the town. It’ll help everyone.”
Now I remembered where the picture of Christopher Lee on his t-shirt was from – the 1973
horror film The Wicker Man. Pagans, cults, fire and folk music – it was a one-of-a-kind
classic.
“I’ve seen that movie, too,” I said. “It’s great, but it’s just a movie. All that pyromania and
sacrifice died out a long time ago.”
The kid shook his head to indicate I was clueless. “You’ll never understand,” he said. “I bet
you like the Nicholas Cage remake.”
No one was around, so the special celebrity guest punched this grand opening shopper in
the jaw, knocking him out.
There was no reason for insults.

Bodies Floating
by Madeleine Tomasoa
That night, you dream of the endless stretch of the countryside. You hear the crackle of a
record player, the thrum of a car engine roaring through fields, crashing through weeds and
abandoned asphalt. My shadow talking slowly over your laughter. The taste of Pinot Noir is
rich on your tongue. You shift gears and the motor screams, and we lean against nothing,
bodies colliding into dust.
You dream of swimming through murky waters and finding bodies by the shore. They're all
in the shape of me. You swim until you find yourself, and you kiss your own blue hand
wrapped in gold and silver, and you watch yourself blink back against the sea. I'm watching
you from a rock nearby with my arms outstretched, my brittle branches swaying in
accordance to the wind.
Don't worry. I'm there.
The ocean moves with you, drags you down underneath and you fight to reach the surface.
You will not make it through. Salt covers your tongue, along with the taste of burning wood.
It now smells of greenness and dill. A hint of musk, maybe.
You wake up, body covered in a thin sheen of sweat, realising that in the night my bottle of
Santal 33 has been knocked over by the wind entering through your open windows. You
walk over to the window to close it shut; the air cool against your face, your breathing harsh
to your own ears.

Quiet As A Church Mouse
by Barlow Adams
Mama makes me name the mice. Insists I learn them. So I can tell them at a glance. So I
remember them when they’re gone.
She says a sacrifice that doesn’t ache is no sacrifice at all.
I call them after the saints my father has me memorize, that he has me pray to each morning
at the breakfast table, asking each in turn to strip the cancer from my bones. The list is long
and exhaustive and my Frosted Flakes change from a distinct archipelago of flakes to a
mushy pangea before we finish.
It has been months since I’ve had a decent bowl of cereal. Yet, my illness is not gone. Nor
am I dead.
Father says the former is due to my lack of faith. Mama tells me the latter is thanks to the
mice.
Thanks to Sebastian, who had two black toes and leucistic eyes. Thanks to Therese of
Lisieux, who had half a tale and preferred her cheese shredded to bits. All the others.
Joan is the bravest yet. She doesn’t wince when I pour the kerosene on her, or try to escape
when I rub the tallow around her head like a little crown. Like her namesake she doesn’t fear
the flames.
Mama says some people are born to be martyrs. Maybe the same is true of mice.
I place Joan in the small metal cage. Mama makes me scrub it after each use, until my hands
ache and the black leaves the bars. Until the bits of toe come off the bottom.
We hang the cage over a pot of boiling water on the stove. Mama hands me a match and
holds the side of the box out for me to strike.
She makes me look at her when I do it. She does not allow me to look away.
The match sizzles to life. I touch it to the halo of fat that adorns Joan’s head, exactly as I
have each time before, just as Mama showed me.
For an instant, the mouse wears the flame. Like a cape. Like Joseph’s technicolor coat. The
fire sits on top of the tallow, rides the fumes of the kerosene.
Joan is glorious.
Then gone.

There’s more in the middle. The awful sounds she makes. How she wiggles furiously, trying
to escape her own body. The squelching as she drips through the bars and into the water
below, the lard and oil popping against the angry surface of the liquid.
A spray of water strikes my arm, but I don’t flinch. It’s all I can do to honor Joan.
After she is a soup, when only a squiggle of bones is left in the cage, Mama turns the burner
off.
When the mixture stops simmering she pours it into a coffee mug and makes me drink. I
hardly gag. I get better every time.
It burns my lips, my throat, burns right to the heart of me. Mama says it should. That the
cancer cannot take the heat. But I can. She holds me while I shake and cry. The tissue of my
esophagus feels flayed and loose.
Mama chants in the old tongue. To Chernobog, who has sway over plagues and burning
things. She offers the mouse, my pain, the rot in my bones. Eat them, she says. Feast.
After, she asks me if the cancer is gone. I tell her I don’t know, and she slaps me. I fight
back more tears and tell her yes. She hugs me so tight.
***
The next morning, Father brings the priest. The priest asks what Mama has made me do.
Mama sits across the table from me, expressionless.
When I don’t answer, Father slaps me. Then apologizes. He knows I’m sick. He hugs me.
He smells like oil from the factory. It is not so different from kerosene.
He asks again. When I still don’t answer, the priest has Mama spread her hands on the table.
He has Father strike them with a rod.
Mama doesn’t move.
Father hits her fingers again and again. Until I am screaming at him. Until the priest is
forcing me to sit. Until I tell him all about the mice and the fire and the soup that tastes like
the furnace that could not kill Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego.
Mama never makes a sound. Not a squeak.
The priest tells me my sickness is a punishment from God for Mama’s heretical ways. He
says it will vanish if I give myself over to The Lord.
I try. I try so hard to give myself. But I’m not sure I’m mine to give. I imagine folding,
mailing myself like a letter to heaven. If God senses this epistolary projection he remains
silent, as ever.

The priest bandages Mama’s hands and asks her if she has learned her lesson. He tells her it
will take more than mice to cure cancer, while roughly patting her broken fingers. Finally,
she tells him, she understands.
***
That night Mama wakes me crying, but her tears are happy ones. I’m cured, she tells me. She
sees now.
The bandages on her hands are unraveled and singed. The tender flesh poking through is
black like the bars of the cage after a sacrifice.
Through my bedroom window I see an orange glare where the Parish should be. I smell
kerosene and burning flesh on the wind.
Mama says Chernobog sent an unlikely messenger, but a true one: a man in black from the
Black God.
It took more than mice, she tells me with a smile.

art

Burning Wicker Man
by John “Hoss” Taylor, Jr.

creative non-fiction

That Part Where He Straightens the Cross
by Palaces
after The Wicker Man (1973)
That was me, fifteen; the cross on my nightstand moved every night, and if it neared a
Satanic sign, I’d read prayers to Mary’s statue to lull myself. From the window across from
mine, the neighbours could have also watched, through the sliver underneath my curtains.
When they smiled at me, that could have been what they were thinking. Like that, they made
me masturbate in the closet.
I still thought about the crack between the door and the wall. A hyper-sensitive telescope
could theoretically penetrate that, and the window first. I was never alone, without the ghost
of my shame. Strangers were always touching me, touching me, always through the walls—
and I would always keep going, keep pleasuring, keep burning up under their watch.

essay

Not the Bees!!! In Defense of Nicolas Cage’s
performance in 2006’s The Wicker Man
by Sam Distefano
When you’re a descendant of the Coppola bloodline, the decision to change your last name
and make it in Hollywood would seem misguided to most. Paving one’s own path in the
industry and in life is no easy feat, especially when said path has already been paved – in
gold, no less – for you.
Nicolas Cage, born Nicolas Kim Coppola, did just that. Borrowing the last name of Marvel
superhero Luke Cage (NIC CAGE IN MCU WHEN!?!? Ghost Rider doesn’t count!!!), he
sought to avoid nepotism in the industry. This is by and large a counterintuitive - albeit
confident - approach for someone born into Hollywood royalty, and not one made by a
majority of Hollywood Coppolas. I’m lookin’ at you, Gia.
Another misguided choice – even for an Academy Award winner and blockbuster star –
would be starring in a remake of Robin Hardy’s 1973 masterpiece, The Wicker Man. This is
made worse when said remake is coming to fruition 2006 after being stuck in production hell
since the 90’s. For context, Hostel, one of the most influential horror movies of the 2000s
(for better or worse) came out 8 months before 2006’s The Wicker Man.
To be kind: there was never a chance for this movie to be a success, even with the starstudded cast and an experienced director at hand. Also, to be kind: this movie kind of stinks
on ice. But at the center of this confounding shit storm is Nicolas Cage, delivering one of his
Cage-iest and most perplexing performances.*
Is it too bold to say that without his turn in The Wicker Man, we might not have Cage’s
unhinged performances in modern horror films? Probably. But I think this movie certainly
earns a spot among the Crazy Cage Canon (trademark pending).
Cage, our hero(?), is summoned to Summersisle to find his ex-fiancé’s missing daughter.
This is, of course, after watching a mother and daughter get absolutely obliterated by an 18wheeler on the job, and subsequently taking a break from the police force to listen to selfhelp cassette tapes and pop some pills. The tapes inevitably go missing upon his arrival to
the island, so it’s no surprise when things go sideways and he goes bananas. The pills appear
to do nothing for his rapidly deteriorating mental state.
The most interesting choice made is that Cage plays this role as a real jerk. A majority of his
delivery is deliberately confrontational from the jump. Cage shows up to Summersisle and
immediately starts terrorizing the townspeople. He walks around killing bees (an overbearing
plot element that is notably absent from the original film), and announcing to everyone at

the inn that he is a police officer and here on “OFFICIAL BUSINESS.” He walks into the
school, interrupts a lesson, and interrogates children and their teacher.
This is in contrast to Edward Woodward’s performance; he is, at worst, offended initially by
the towns pagan ways as a devout Christian. His aggression stems from barmaid Britt
Eckland casting some sort of pagan spell on him that involves (iconic) nude dancing and
singing one room over. Cage, on the other hand, goes ape in 2 seconds flat.
This inconsistency and ability to fly off the handle at any moment is a part of Cage’s appeal
in modern genre work, largely acclaimed Mandy and milked in Color Out of Space. This
unhinged and tonally inconsistent acting is a fascinating approach that works wonders for
Cage’s singular screen presence. He’s an actor that never quite disappears into a role, in a
good way. Every time he shows up in anything, I’m ecstatic.
There are several instances of Nic Cage on screen alone in The Wicker Man: investigating a
home, riding a bike (hilarious for him), running away from bees, or just generally “realizing
things”, but his interactions with the island residents are the best this performance has to
offer. At times, Cage seems like he’s sedated and reading off a teleprompter. At other times,
it seems like he’s snorted fifty billion lines of coke and stepped into frame. You’re never sure
which Cage you’ll get – completely subdued or frantically swatting away bees.
Some of Cage’s dialogue took my breath away. I really, really want to believe that 90% of his
lines were ad-libbed. My personal favorite moment is upon Cage’s arrival to the island. Two
grizzled Summersisle residents are holding a cloth bag that appears to be dripping blood.
Cage says, “What’s in the bag? A shark or something?” I swear I screamed. The delivery, the
implication that a shark would be in a potato sack… Everything about it is bonkers.
This performance raises some questions that are not present in the original film: Are we
supposed to hate him or root for him? Was this movie reverse engineered so we would feel
okay when he’s put in the bee cage and then burnt alive? Why is there a bee cage? Is it
reminiscent of the torture porn genre craze at the time? And perhaps most importantly: why
is Ellen Burstyn in this movie?
None of these questions can be, nor should be, answered. This film, again, stinks. However,
there is some form of proto-cult-classic-genre Cage here, and if you can see through the
2006-ness of it all, Cage is doing something only he could do in The Wicker Man remake. By
taking the path less travelled and one he paved for himself, anything Cage does turns to gold.
*Note: His most perplexing performance is in 1993’s Deadfall. Must be seen to be believed.

Order Set Alight – The Radicalism of the Wicker Man
by Jay Fraser
The original 1973 release of The Wicker Man coincided with a surge in horror cinema which
has arguably never been matched since. While the 1980s saw the rise of the slasher and the
2000s the rise of found-footage, the 1970s contained a range of now-classic horror movies
that, rather than being bound together by similarities in content or form, were much more
arguably held together by theme. Perhaps most emblematic of these themes – only truly
rivalled by 1974’s The Texas Chain Saw Massacre – The Wicker Man stands as a towering
behemoth above many of its contemporaries. While it has been argued by critics as wellknown as Mark Kermode that Hardy’s film, in which Police Sergeant Neil Howie travels to,
and is horrified by, the paganised Summerisle, narrates the events of a clash of civilisations,
this appears to miss a key element of the story. The Wicker Man does not show a clash of
civilization – rather, it demonstrates the possibility of the abolition of civilization.
Separating a movie as strange and reliant on slow atmospheric building as The Wicker Man
into constituent pieces is a bizarre and at least partially reductive exercise, however, doing so
reveals at least two clear pieces which allow a more thorough understanding of this radical
implication. Firstly, the protagonist of Sergeant Howie can be taken as synecdoche for
civilization itself – order, law, and carceral practices. The reasons for this are obvious; a
police officer, Howie’s job is literally to enforce these things, and as has been explorer
thoroughly elsewhere, his heightened and conservative religious beliefs only bolster these
positions. Police, whilst presented in many cases as the agents of peace and justice, are in
fact simply armed bureaucrats, to paraphrase the late David Graeber. Inevitably, then, Howie
comes into conflict with Summerisle.
While the accuracy of The Wicker Man’s presentations of pagan ideals is somewhat suspect, it
is nevertheless evident that Summerisle operates on a different set of rules than those with
which Howie is familiar. First and foremost, there appears to be no local police presence.
Secondly, codes of conduct and behaviour vary wildly from those known to Howie, and the
traditional stuffy conservatism of British culture is dispensed with entirely; nudity and
sexuality run rampant and, as we eventually come to learn, festivals and celebrations reach a
level of display which places conservatism directly into the flame. To put it simply, Howie
can be taken to represent, all in one figure, British conservatism, law, order, control, and
restriction: Summerisle and its inhabitants, the free release and appreciation of desire as
driving force.
It does not take thorough investigation to realise that these two elements are in inherent
conflict. The mephitic closing scene of the film, in which Howie is bundled into an effigy
and burned before the forging heat of the setting sun, melting the boundary between land
and sky, serves as a declaration of war – The Wicker Man is not so much a film about the
clash of civilizations as it is a film about the death of civilization, and the liberating
possibilities which can be found therein.

Despite this, however, there are some elements of civilization remaining in Summerisle.
Howie’s investigations are not entirely fruitless, and while the sergeant is ultimately caught
up in the machinations of the island – the mystical power of the isle’s libido proving
impossible for him to escape entirely – progress is certainly made by him with regards to
unravelling the mystery he has arrived to solve.
Discoveries are made and clues are found via the school, a visit to Lord Summerisle’s
manner, the exchange-system present in the pub. Put simply, Howie is able to gain a
foothold in his analysis wherever remnants of recognisable state and capitalist systems
remain. It is no mistake that the moment in which the police officer is overthrown and cast
into fire is precisely the moment at which the people of Summerisle are away from the
village, dressed in garb which is alien to modernity and order, and throwing law to the
ground in front of the setting sun, watching over the water, not a school or prison or office
to be seen. It is at this moment, when the people of the island see fit to abandon entirely the
trappings of civilization, that they are able to extinguish the carceral instinct. Therein lies the
didacticism of The Wicker Man. Just as the master’s house will never fall prey to the master’s
tools, neither shall the restrictions of civilization be evaded when its constructs flourish;
desire can only be truly freed when these things are cast into flame.
Limited in vision by its time, as well as the practical aspects of filmmaking and the lingering
cultural ideology which hangs over all things made within any given system, The Wicker Man
fails at parts to fully embrace these lines of thought. Inevitably, the most memorable
moment of the film to many – the moment which contains the power latent within the rest
of the piece – is that final scene in which pretense is lifted and the messaging moves from
subtext to text. However, it precisely this cloak-and-dagger presentation which lends the film
its power; by building a slow sense of unease and allowing Howie the illusion of successful
logic, the surreality of the final moments becomes only more gripping and thrilling. There is
no destruction which is not also creative, and in the death of the civilizational order the
people of Summerisle are able to become beings of intensity and affect, enraptured together
in orgiastic splendour. The strength of The Wicker Man is its ability to funnel the viewer into
perceiving this moment beyond the limits of the society in which they live; to provide a
glimpse into a world which rejects the artificial nature of order and embraces that desire
which lies beyond good and evil, and is instead irrevocably human.
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some fine tuning. Nb & bi, they live in a cozy apartment with their wonderful wife & sweet
calico kitty. (Clem contributed No Glory in the West by Orville Peck to the WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
JACK B. BEDELL is Professor of English and Coordinator of Creative Writing at
Southeastern Louisiana University where he also edits Louisiana Literature and directs the
Louisiana Literature Press. Jack’s work has appeared in HAD, Pidgeonholes, The Shore, Okay
Donkey, EcoTheo, The Hopper, Terrain, and other journals. His latest collection is Color All Maps
New (Mercer University Press, 2021). He served as Louisiana Poet Laureate 2017-2019. (Jack
contributed Fire by The Crazy World of Arthur Brown.)
PALACES is Editor-in-Chief of Wrongdoing Magazine. She has placed her own work in Juked
Magazine, Eclectica Magazine, Maudlin House, Gingerbread House Magazine, BlazeVOX, Witch Craft
Magazine, and many others. She has a BAH from Queen’s University. Find her
at pascalepotvin.com or @pascalepalaces on Twitter. (Palaces contributed “Ancient Dreams In A
Modern Land” by MARINA.)

BARLOW ADAMS has led numerous small cults around the tri-state area over the past
nine years. He is ordained as a minister of the black sacrament and also proficient in balloon
animals and partial resurrections. He is a former competitive Magic player who has dabbled
in five-finger filet. Once. He is the lead singer of the cover-band Death Cab for QWERTY.
Follow him on Twitter @BarlowAdams (Barlow contributed Opiate by Tool to the
WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
JAY FRASER is a writer from Lincolnshire in the UK. He is currently studying for an MA
in English Literature at the University of Lincoln. You can find his work in Strukturriss, The
Postmodern Journal, and Lumpen Journal among other places, where his work is primarily
inspired by postmodern philosophy, the North Sea, horror films, and anarchism. You can
find him on Twitter @JayFraser1 if you are a Twitter kind of person. (Jay contributed Two
Chords by Dark Star to the WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
MIKE HICKMAN (@MikeHicWriter) is a writer from York, England. He has written for
Off the Rock Productions (stage and audio), including 2018's "Not So Funny Now" about
Groucho Marx and Erin Fleming. He has recently been published in EllipsisZine, Dwelling
Literary, Bandit Fiction, Nymphs, Flash Fiction Magazine, Brown Bag, and Safe and Sound
Press. His co-written, completed six-part BBC radio sit com remains unproduced but
available to interested producers! The threatening letters to the Head of Comedy thankfully
did not result in litigation. (Mike Hickman contributed Light My Fire by The Doors to the
WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
MICHAEL BETTENDORF'S (he/him) work has appeared in a handful of places around
the internet. He lives in Lincoln with his partner and dog where he tries to convince the
world Nebraska is too strange to be a flyover state. (Michael contributed Sowilo Rune by Agalloch
to the WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
PEACH DELPHINE is a queer poet from Tampa, Florida. Former cook infatuated with
what remains of the undeveloped Gulf coast. Can be found on Twitter@Peach Delphine
(Peach contributed Bela Lugosi is Dead by Bauhaus to the WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
MADISON MCSWEENEY is the author of The Doom That Came to Mellonville (Filthy Loot)
and The Forest Dreams With Teeth (Demain Publishing). Her short stories and poems have
appeared in American Gothic, Zombie Punks F*ck Off, and These Poems Are Not What They Seem.
A fan of rock-and-roll and cult movies, she has a soft spot for offbeat characters and odd
situations. She lives in Ottawa, Canada, blogs at madisonmcsweeney.com, and tweets from
@MMcSw13 (Madison contributed Mayhem Maybe by Jethro Tull to the WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
ROSE KNAPP (she/they) is a poet and electronic producer. She has publications in LotusEater, Bombay Gin, BlazeVOX, Hotel Amerika, Fence Books, Obsidian, Gargoyle, and others. She
has poetry collections published with Hesterglock Press and Dostoyevsky Wannabe. She
lives in Minneapolis. Find her at roseknapp.net and on Twitter @Rose_Siyaniye (Rose
contributed Aprocyphon Song of Songs by Starving Poet to the WICKERPEDIA playlist.)

CLAIRE HM's poems have most recently been published in streetcake, Coven,
Cape Magazine, Nymphs and Tears in the Fence. How to Bring Him Back, a novella set in the 90s
Birmingham subculture, is a story framed by a spell to let go of the past and will be
published by Fly on the Wall press in October 2021. (Claire contributed Taut by John Parish and
PJ Harvey to the WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
TOM SNARSKY is a math teacher who writes poems. His book Light-Up Swan is available
from Ornithopter Press. (Tom contributed to the WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
SARA MATSON’s poetry can be found in Bone Bouquet, Pink Plastic House, The Daily Drunk
Mag, and elsewhere. Sara’s chapbook, electric grandma is available from Another New Calligraphy
and her chaplet, Forgotten: Women in Science is available from Damaged Goods Press. Sara lives in
Chicago + Tweets as @skeletorwrites. (Sara contributed Du Hast by Los Colorado to the
WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
SEAN ZUCKER is a New York based writer and editor. He currently serves as editorial
director at wellwellusa.com and is prettier than you expected. More at seanzucker.com or
@seanzucker. (Sean contributed Wow, I Can Get Sexual, Too by Say Anything to the
WICKERPEDIA playlist.)

About the WICKERPEDIA editors
KRISTIN GARTH is a Pushcart, Rhysling nominated sonneteer and a Best of the Net
2020 finalist. Her sonnets have stalked journals like Glass, Yes, Five:2:One, Luna Luna and
more. She is the author of 23 books of poetry including Candy Cigarette Womanchild Noir
(Hedgehog Poetry Press) and Atheist Barbie (Maverick Duck Press). She is the founder of Pink
Plastic House a tiny journal and co-founder of Performance Anxiety, an online poetry reading
series. Follow her on Twitter @lolaandjolie) and her website kristingarth.com(Kristin
contributed The Season of the Witch by Joan Jett to the WICKERPEDIA playlist.)
NICK MORRISSEY is a poet and essayist from East Tennessee. He has been published in
The Rumpus, Strange Altars, and Pink Plastic House with work forthcoming from Vulnerary
Magazine. You can read his occasional newsletter at http://tinyletter.com/thismausoleum or
follow him on Twitter @grossquartz (Nick contributed Savage Daughter by Sara Hester Ross to the
WICKERPEDIA playlist.)

